Canyoning
- Biniaraix
Pack of 3 Canyoning
- Gorg Blau – Sa fosca
tours on Majorca
- Mortitx

Torrent de Biniaraix
This torrent begins in the valley of the peak of l’Ofre and runs down the very well known
canyon of Biniaraix. It gently slows down as it approaches the Sóller valley. It can be said
that this torrent is short but "savage". It has a row of continuous jumps in the second half of
the course and when there is plenty of water it turns into a quite technical torrent.

Duration: 5 hours
Level: Medium

Gorg Blau – Sa fosca
It is the "king" of the Majorcan torrents. This canyon unites water, length, unevenness and
technique. There are walls more than 300 m high and at some points the gap is only about 35
cm wide. This karstic canyon has got the peculiarity to run through 400m of complete darkness.
Therefore we need artificial light. The presence of water among the whole torrent increases the
loss of body heat.

Duration: From 6 to 7 hours.
Level: Difficult

Mortitx
This torrent begins at the foot of the majestic peak of Tomir, but is only in the last part of the course
where Mortitx descends. We will end up intimidated by the cliffs of the Majorcan Costa Brava,
bringing us a specific sea breeze not comparable to any of the torrents on the mainland. The fund
torrent has got a reputation for being really fun thanks to its multitude of waterfalls among its
course.

Duration: From 5 to 6 hours
Nivel: Difficult
Requirements: Swimming knowledge, not suffer from vertigo, good physical condition and have earlier canyoning experience from at least 8
torrents levelled 3 or 4.

Recommended seasons: From December to May.
Discount: 10€/day if you have got your own neoprene wetsuit and socks.
Accommodation: Subject to the availability of the mountain hut.
Nº
participants

Minimum 4
Maximum 8

Price
per
person

399€

The price includes:

Not included:

3 canyoning tours with native and licensed instructors, all the
necessary equipment to perform the activity, 3 nights
accommodation in mountain huts in full board (except dinner the
first day), civil responsibility and accident insurance and VAT.

Transport, bed
sheets, towels
and gloves

Adventure Escull reserves the right to change the location of the activity in terms of water flow, weather conditions or the
level of the participants.

